Last Minute Program Changes

current as of 11/30/06

Just Plain Goofs – Sorry!

Session 14-9 just disappeared from the print version, but it will occur! It appears on the Table of Sessions and is listed in the Sessions by Track, but is missing from the schedule content pages…not just misplaced…but gone!

Saturday, November 11, 8:45a.m. - 10:15a.m.
14-9 Analyzing Travel Behavior
Moderator/Discussant: Greenwald, Michael; University of Wisconsin Milwaukee, mgreenwa@uwm.edu

An Analysis Of In-Home And Out-Of-Home Activities And The Influence Of Activity Attributes In Activity Location Choice
Clifton, Kelly J. [University of Maryland College Park]
Akar, Gulsah [University of Maryland College Park]
Doherty, Sean [Wilfrid Laurier University]

The Built Environment And Local Trips: A Joint Analysis Of Destination And Mode Choice
Clifton, Kelly J. [University of Maryland College Park]
Burnier, Carolina [University of Maryland College Park]

Investigating The Influence Of Clusters And Fixed Activities On Three Levels Of Trip-Chaining Behavior
Al-Jammal, Rana [University of Massachusetts Amherst]

Understanding Spatial Patterns Of Behavioral Response To Policy Change: A Case Study Of Residential Neighborhood And Transport Choices In New York City Using Discrete Choice Econometrics And Gis
Salon, Deborah [University of California, Davis]

The following paper was presented by Ed Goetz who attended the conference. We goofed when Goetz Wolff sent us a note of last minute cancellation. Sorry Ed!

Friday, November 10, 2:15p.m. - 3:45p.m.
4-7 HOPE VI, Urban Poverty and Public Housing
159145
Neighborhood Impacts Of HOPE VI
Goetz, Edward [University of Minnesota]

Don Shon Award
On page 21 of the conference program, the title of Barbara Brown’s paper was printed incorrectly. The correct title is “Learning to Listen: Reflections on Community Engagement and its Place in Architectural Education”.

Withdrawals from the program after November 1

Friday, November 10, 7:30a.m. - 8:30a.m.
11-7 Roundtable: Key Negotiation Concepts for Planning Practice and Research: Missing in Current Discussions
Shmueli, Deborah [University of Haifa]

Thursday, November 9, 10:15a.m. - 11:45a.m.
1-5 Tools for Hazard Planning
Suitability Analysis With Remote Sensing Data For Rapid Expanding Cities In Mountainous Regions In China
Zhou, Junqing [Huazhong University of Science and Technology]
Li, Xiaofeng [Huazhong University of Science and Technology]
Zhang, Ming [University of Texas at Austin]
Saturday, November 11, 2:45 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.
4-15 Economic Development Strategies
Dilemmas Of Affordability And Access In Urban Redevelopment: The Downtown Albuquerque Civic Trust
Isaac, Claudia B. [University of New Mexico]

Saturday, November 11, 10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
8-7 Planning for Physical, Mental and Social Well-Being
Research On Social Impact Assessment In Urban Planning: Theory And Practice In China
Liu, Jiayan [Tsinghua University]
Deng, Xiangyu [Tsinghua University]

Saturday, November 11, 10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
10-2 Progressive Planning: Grand Strategy or Muddling Through?
Housing For The Urban Poor In Developing Countries: Doxiadis And The Evolution Of Ideas After World War II
Hardman, Anna [Tufts University]

Friday, November 10, 8:45 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
14-5 Safety Concerns in Transportation
Moderator/Discussant: Iseki, Hiroyuki; University of Toledo, hiseki@utnet.utoledo.edu

Friday, November 10, 2:15 p.m. - 3:45 p.m.
14-4 Technological Innovations in Transit
Survey Data Analysis On The Status Of Planning And Implementation Of An Interoperable Smart Card Systems
Iseki, Hiroyuki [University of Toledo]
Yoh, Allison, C. [University of California, Los Angeles]

Saturday, November 11, 7:30 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.
7-13 Roundtable: Researching Wal-mart: Overcoming Planner Bias
Wolff, Goetz; University of California, Los Angeles

New Meetings on the Schedule

Strategic Planning Committee
Moderator: Lew Hopkins, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Friday, 5:30pm – 7:00pm
Hospitality Suite 536

Reinstated to the program after November 1

The following papers will be presented in their originally scheduled sessions and the following authors will participate as scheduled on the following roundtables:

Session 8-3, Sunday, 8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Urban Planning Alternatives For Stemming An Avian Flu Pandemic: The Need For Managing Reassortment Risks And Improved Farm Management
Spencer, James H. [University of Hawaii]

Roundtable 13-9, Friday, 7:30 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.
Fishman, Robert L. [University of Michigan]
Knox, Paul L. [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University]

Roundtable 13-10, Saturday, 7:30 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.
Birch, Eugenie L. [University of Pennsylvania]

Roundtable 15-10, Friday, 8:45 – 10:15 a.m.
Wagner, Fritz, University of Washington

Roundtable 4-24, Saturday, 7:30 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.
Thompson, J. Phillip [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
Session Movements

Originally scheduled for Saturday at 7:30a.m. this session has now been moved to Friday, November 11, 7:30a.m. - 8:30a.m.

15-8 Roundtable: 25 Years of Liveable Streets: A Celebration of Donald Appleyard
Moderator: Oc, Taner; University of Nottingham
Room: Renaissance Worthington, Live Oak III
Appleyard, Bruce [Moore Iacofano Goltsman, Inc.]
Oc, Taner [University of Nottingham]
Ewing, Reid [University of Maryland College Park]
Moore, Robin C. [North Carolina State University]

Local Host Session Changes
For the Session, “Planning the Unplanned City: Ongoing Work in Houston, Texas” on Thursday, at 1:45p.m., Susan Rogers will not attend to present her paper. In her stead, Doug Childers, Morris Architects, Houston, TX will present “Mobilizing the Constituency for Rail: Transit Planning in Houston.”

Miscellaneous Changes

On page 99 of the printed program, the university affiliation for Doan Nguyen is incorrect. His university is University of Maryland at College Park.

Session 4-14, paper presented by Kimiko Shiki has a title change to, “Instability and Cities: Examining the Effect of Residential Instability on the Central City/Suburban Locational Choices of Low-Income Households.”